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Message from the Principal
Dear Students
To our prospective Year 11 and 12 students of 2022, and your parents –
You are to be congratulated on reaching this point in your education.
We are pleased to present the Year 11 and 12 Course Information Handbook for
2022. This booklet is designed to help you make your choices for year 11 and 12.
Dongara District High School provides a comprehensive and relevant vocational
pathway that meets the needs of students who wish to remain close to home after
completing their lower secondary program. This includes opportunities for Pre
Apprenticeships and Certificate II opportunities through our partnership with Central
Regional TAFE; School based Traineeships and School Based Apprenticeships.
We provide support for students wishing to undertake an academic pathway. They
can choose to enrol with the Schools of Isolated and Distance Education (SIDE) and
work from the SIDE classroom in the School Library Resource Centre. Our
secondary teachers are qualified to teach ATAR subjects and often provide support
and tuition to the SIDE students. We are pleased to be able to provide this
opportunity to our students.
We continue to provide the best opportunity for the students of Dongara District High
School to achieve a well-balanced education. Our future growth toward meeting the
needs of our adolescent population will rely on your interest and understanding of the
Year 11 and Year 12 program and ongoing support.

Please use this handbook to help select a course which best meets your needs and supports
your future aspirations.
On behalf of the school community, I wish you all the best for your studies for the remainder
of this year and in 2022.

Janine Calver
Principal
This publication is an information document for prospective
students of Dongara District High School. Every effort has been
made to ensure that the information in this document is correct at
the date of printing – September 2021.
Subjects offered at Dongara District High School in 2022 will be
subject to final staffing allocations.
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Study Options in Year 11and 12
Year 11 gives you the opportunity to choose courses that reflect your strengths and interests
and support your career aspirations. If you enjoy the courses you study, you are more likely
to do well in them.
The Authority provides a wide range of courses and programs for Year 11 and Year 12.
Schools make decisions about which courses and programs they will offer. These decisions
are based on a range of factors such as resources, staffing and community needs.
There are four types of WACE courses – ATAR, General, VET industry specific
and Foundation courses.

Senior Secondary Schooling
This handbook contains information for students currently enrolled in Year 10. It is designed
to provide a reference point for studies in Year 11 and Year 12 and, in particular, for the
Western Australian Certificate of Education (WACE).
Further information and advice is also available to you and your parents from school staff
such as teachers, the Vocational Education and Training (VET) coordinator and deputy
principal.

WACE
COURSES
ATAR

4 ATAR +
2 GENERAL

GENERAL

4 ATAR +
1 VET +
1 GENERAL

5 ATAR +
1 GENERAL or
1 VET

GENERAL &
1 VET
Certificate

GENERAL &
VETiS/PAIS
Program
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NEW WACE Year 11 & 12 2022
To be awarded a Western Australian Certificate of Education (WACE), students must meet a number of
requirements. The first of these is a set of general requirements about course completion. Other requirements
include demonstrating the literacy and numeracy standard, the breadth and depth requirement and the
achievement standard requirement. All requirements must be met for a student to be awarded a WACE.
Students entering Year 11 in 2022 now have three options for the course completion requirement to achieve the
WACE. You now, along with the other requirements that need to be met, are able to complete:




at least four Year 12 ATAR courses, OR
five Year 12 General courses and/or ATAR courses, or equivalent, OR
a Certificate II (or higher) VET qualification in combination with ATAR, General or Foundation courses.

As you read through the information below, you will see how the three options work. They give you the
opportunity to complete five Year 12 General courses and/or ATAR courses, or equivalent; if you choose not to
undertake four or more ATAR courses in Year 12 or a VET Certificate II or higher.
We want all students to enrol in challenging senior secondary programs and some of you would benefit from
having the option of choosing an additional course rather than undertaking a VET qualification.
It is important that you know that the standard of the WACE has not dropped in any way and nothing has been
taken away from students. Rather, the change means that students have been provided with more choice in their
senior secondary study programs.
From 2022, if you take a Foundation course in Year 12, you will need to complete a VET Certificate II or higher to
achieve your WACE. This is to make sure you are well prepared for entering the workforce or further training.
As you begin the process of selecting your courses for Years 11 and 12, you should talk with your parents and
teachers about the pathway that will work best for you so that your options during and after school meet your
needs, interests and aspirations.
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The Western Australian Statement of Student Achievement (WASSA)
The WASSA is issued to each Year 12 student at the completion of their senior secondary schooling; senior
secondary school typically takes two years. The WASSA lists all courses and programs that a student has
completed and the grades and marks achieved.
The WASSA formally records, as relevant:












achievement of WACE requirements
achievement of the literacy (reading and writing) standard
achievement of the numeracy standard
achievement of any exhibitions and awards
school grades, school marks and combined scores in ATAR courses
school grades and school marks in General and Foundation courses
completed Preliminary units
completed VET industry specific courses
successfully completed VET qualifications and VET units of competency
completed endorsed programs
number of community service hours undertaken (if reported by the school).

Externally Set Tasks:
Students who are enrolled in a General Course must complete the externally set task in Year 12. If they do not
sit or make a genuine attempt, that pair of units will not contribute to the calculation of the achievement standard.

The Western Australian Certificate of Education (WACE)
The WACE is awarded by the School Curriculum and Standards Authority (the Authority) when students
successfully meet the WACE requirements.

WACE Achievement Requirements
To meet the WACE achievement requirements, you must:




demonstrate a minimum standard of literacy and a minimum standard of numeracy
complete a minimum of 20 units, or equivalents as described below
complete at least four Year 12 ATAR courses,* OR at least five Year 12 General courses** and/or
ATAR courses or equivalent,* OR a Certificate II*** (or higher****) VET qualification in combination with
ATAR, General or Foundation Courses.

Foundation Courses
*In the context of ATAR courses in the WACE, the term ‘complete’ requires a student to sit the ATAR course
examination or has an approved sickness/misadventure application for not sitting the examination in that course.
Students who do not sit the ATAR course examination will not have a course mark or grade recorded on their
WASSA, nor will they receive an ATAR course report. The pair of units will not contribute to any WACE
requirements.
**Foundation courses do not contribute to meeting the WACE achievement requirement with this option.
Students taking Foundation courses must complete a Certificate II or higher. ***In the context of VET in the
WACE, the term ‘complete’ requires that a student has been deemed competent in all units of competency that
make up a full qualification. ****The partial completion of a Certificate III or higher VET qualification may meet
this requirement according to predetermined criteria (see the WACE Manual for further information).
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Literacy and Numeracy Standard Requirement - OLNA
You must demonstrate the minimum literacy and numeracy standard based on skills regarded as essential for
individuals to meet the demands of everyday life and work. This standard is equivalent to Level 3 of the
Australian Core Skills Framework (https://www.education.gov.au/australian-core- skills-framework).
For the WACE literacy standard, you must demonstrate the minimum standard of literacy either by successfully
completing the literacy components of the Authority’s Online Literacy and Numeracy Assessment (OLNA) in Year
10, or subsequently, or by pre-qualifying through achieving Band 8 or higher in the reading and writing tests of
the Year 9 National Assessment Program – Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN).
For the WACE numeracy standard, you must successfully complete the numeracy component of the OLNA in
Year 10, or subsequently, or by pre-qualifying through achieving Band 8 or higher in the numeracy test of Year 9
NAPLAN.
This means that, if you have achieved Band 8 or above in the reading, writing or numeracy component of the
Year 9 NAPLAN you will be considered to have pre-qualified for that component and do not need to sit the OLNA
for that component.

Sitting the OLNA
If you have not pre-qualified in reading, writing or numeracy you are required to sit the corresponding
component/s of the OLNA in Semester 1 of Year 10. If you do not meet the standard in Semester 1, then you
must sit the OLNA in Semester 2 of Year 10, and, if required, in Semester 1 of Year 11. You will have up to six
opportunities (in March and September of each year) before completing Year 12 to demonstrate the WACE
minimum standard of literacy and numeracy.
If you do not achieve a WACE while at school because you do not demonstrate the standard in one or more of
the reading, writing or numeracy components, you can apply to re-sit the necessary test/s. If you subsequently
demonstrate the literacy (reading and writing) and numeracy standard and meet all the WACE requirements
current at the time, you will be issued with a WACE.
THE ASSESSMENT


The reading and numeracy components, each comprise 45 multiple‐choice questions. Students have
50 minutes to complete each of these components. The writing component is a typed response of up to
600 words. Students have 60 minutes to complete the writing component. The table below provides a
quick guide to each component.

ASSESSMENT DATES
2022 (provisional)
Component
Writing
Numeracy
and Reading

Round One
2-4 March
2-26 March

Round Two
30 Augut-1 September
30 August– 25 September
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WACE Requirements 2022 and Beyond
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Breadth and Depth Requirement
To meet the breadth and depth requirement you must complete a minimum of 20 units, which may include unit
equivalents attained through VET and/or endorsed programs. This requirement must include at least:




a minimum of ten Year 12 units, or the equivalent
four units from an English course, post-Year 10, including at least one pair of Year 12 units from an
English learning area course
one pair of Year 12 units from each of List A (arts/languages/social sciences) and List B
(mathematics/science/technology) subjects.

Achievement Standard Requirement
You must achieve at least 14 C grades or higher (or equivalents) in Year 11 and Year 12 units, including at least
six C grades (or equivalents) in Year 12 units.

Unit Equivalents
The WACE requirement for at least 20 units and at least 14 C grades may be met partly through unit equivalents.
These are units within VET and endorsed programs of least 55 nominal hours. They are known as unit
equivalents because they are considered equivalent to one unit of a Year 11 or Year 12 course.
You can obtain unit equivalents through VET qualifications and/or endorsed programs. The maximum number of
unit equivalents available through VET and endorsed programs is four Year 11 units and four Year 12 units. You
may obtain:




up to eight unit equivalents through completion of VET qualifications, or
up to four unit equivalents through completion of endorsed programs, or
up to eight unit equivalents through completion of a combination of VET qualifications and endorsed
programs, but with endorsed programs contributing no more than four unit equivalents (two Year 11
units and two Year 12 units).

For VET Qualifications





a Certificate I is equivalent to two Year 11 units
a Certificate II is equivalent to two Year 11 and two Year 12 units
a Certificate III or higher is equivalent to two Year 11 and four Year 12 units
a partially completed Certificate III or higher is equivalent to two Year 11 and two Year 12 units (credit is
allocated only if the criteria for partial completion are met). (See the WACE Manual for further
information).
You can find unit equivalents for endorsed programs on the Authority’s approved list of endorsed
programs
(see
http://seniorsecondary.scsa.wa.edu.au/syllabus-andsupport-materials/endorsedprograms).
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WACE courses
Australian Tertiary Admission Rank (ATAR) Courses

ATAR courses are designed for students who are typically aiming to enrol in a university course directly from
school. These courses will be examined by the Authority and contribute to the achievement of an ATAR. You
must sit the final examination to complete the course.
General Courses

General courses are designed for students who are typically aiming to enter vocationally based training or the
workforce directly from school. These courses will not be examined by the Authority. However, they each have
an externally set task (EST) in Year 12 which is set by the Authority.
Vocational Education and Training (VET) Industry Specific Courses

These courses are designed for students typically aiming to enter further vocationally based training or the
workforce directly from school. They include a full Australian Qualification Framework (AQF) qualification,
mandatory workplace learning and contribute to the Certificate II requirement for a WACE. VET industry specific
courses count towards your WACE as course unit credit, which allows you to include more VET in your
secondary education program.
Foundation Courses

Foundation courses are designed for students who have not been able to demonstrate the minimum standard of
literacy and/or numeracy before Year 11 and are unlikely to do so before the end of Year 12 without significant
levels of support. Students who have not demonstrated the minimum literacy standard are permitted to enrol in
both the List A and List B Foundation courses and, if the literacy standard is not achieved before the end of
Semester 1 of Year 11, remain enrolled in Foundation courses until the end of Year 12. A full list of courses and
their codes is provided in the WACE Manual.

List A and List B Subjects

To ensure an appropriate breadth-of-study in your senior secondary studies, you are required to select at least
one Year 12 course unit from each of List A and List B subjects. These are the courses offered at Dongara
District High School.

LIST A

LIST B

Business Management & Enterprise (SIDE)
Career and Enterprise (SIDE)
Children Family and Community (SIDE)
Economics (SIDE)
English ATAR (SIDE)
English Foundation
English Literature (SIDE)

Accounting & Finance (SIDE)
Applied Information Technology (SIDE)
Automotive Engineering and Technology (SIDE)
Design- Photography (SIDE)
Design- Technical Graphics (SIDE)
Human Biological Sciences (SIDE)
Materials Design and Technology - WOOD

General English
French- Second Language (SIDE)
Geography (SIDE)

Mathematics Applications (SIDE)
Mathematics Essential
Mathematics Methods (SIDE)

Health Studies (SIDE)

Mathematics Specialist (SIDE)

Indonesian- First Language & Second Language (SIDE)

Mathematics Foundation

Italian- Second Language (SIDE)

Outdoor Education

Japanese- Second Language (SIDE)

Physics (SIDE)

Media Production and Analysis (SIDE)

Biological Science (SIDE)

Modern History (SIDE)
Politics & Law (SIDE)
Visual Arts (SIDE)

Chemistry (SIDE)
Integrated Sciences (SIDE)
Psychology (SIDE)
Computer Science (SIDE)
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VET and Endorsed Programs
VET qualifications are for students wishing to participate in nationally recognised training. All VET qualifications
require registered training organisation (RTO) delivery, assessment and quality control under the relevant VET
regulatory body. A Certificate II or higher is one option for meeting the requirements to achieve a WACE. VET
credit transfer can contribute up to eight of the 20 units you need to achieve your WACE. These qualifications
contribute to the WACE as unit equivalents.
There are special circumstances in which a partly completed Certificate III or higher may meet the minimum
requirement of a Certificate II. A comprehensive account of VET procedures, and the process for identifying and
presenting a case for a variety of special circumstances, is located on the Authority website.
For more information on how VET contributes towards your WACE visit the Authority’s VET web page at
http://senior-secondary.scsa.wa.edu.au/vet/how-vet-contributes-towards-wace. It is important you check with
your school to confirm your VET qualification will meet the requirements to contribute to the WACE.

How VET Contributes Towards the WACE
As part of the minimum WACE requirements, a student may complete a Certificate II or higher in combination with ATAR,
General or Foundation courses. Studying VET can provide up to eight units towards the number of course units students
need to complete to achieve their WACE. Students will typically enrol in four or five additional ATAR, General or Foundation
courses to meet the WACE requirements.

Endorsed Programs
Endorsed Programs provide access to areas of learning not covered by WACE courses or VET programs and contribute to
the WACE as unit equivalents. They are for students wishing to participate in programs that are delivered in a variety of
settings by schools, workplaces, universities and community organisations.
There are three categories of endorsed programs, which differ in respect to the developer, the type of evidence required for
determining student achievement and the quality assurance process. These categories are:
 Authority-developed endorsed programs
 Provider-developed endorsed programs
 School-developed endorsed programs.
Endorsed programs can be used to:
 Contribute towards the breadth and depth requirement and the achievement standard requirement of the WACE
 Count as a maximum of four unit equivalents towards the WACE – two unit equivalents in Year 11 and two unit
equivalents in Year 12.
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Parents and Community Website
The Authority’s new parents and community website is designed to support parents and members of the
community. It can be accessed on the Authority website at https://www.scsa.wa.edu.au via the Parents and
Community tab.
The website has been developed for parents and community members as a guide to:
The Western Australian Curriculum and Assessment Outline (the Outline), Kindergarten through to
Year 10
The Western Australian Certificate of Education (WACE), Years 11 and 12. Parents and the
community can access information about:
 What children and young people should learn
 How they are assessed
 The standards children and young people are expected to reach at each year level

Other information you may wish to access
Courses – Year 11 and 12
http://senior-secondary.wa.edu.au/syllabus-and-support-materials
Endorsed programs
http://senior-secondary.scsa.wa.edu.au/syllabus-and-support-materials/endorsedprograms
Online Literacy and Numeracy Assessment (OLNA)
http://senior-secondary.scsa.wa.edu.au/assessment/olna
School-based assessment
http://senior-secondary.scsa.wa.edu.au/assessment/school-based-assessment
Vocational Education and Training (VET)
http://senior-secondary.scsa.wa.edu.au/vet
The Western Australian Certificate of Education (WACE)
http://senior-secondary.scsa.wa.edu.au/the-wace
ATAR examinations
http://senior-secondary.scsa.wa.edu.au/assessment/examinations
WASSA (Western Australian Statement of Student Achievement)
http://senior-secondary.scsa.wa.edu.au/certification/wassa
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YEAR 11 SUBJECTS
ENGLISH
In Senior School, all students are required to complete four units of English over two years to
contribute to their graduation in 2022; whether they are vocational or tertiary-oriented students.
Students must complete at least two of those units in Year 12 and achieve at least one C grade from
their four English units. Graduation needs can also be met by means of meeting the English
Language Competence Requirements as achieved through the Online Literacy and Numeracy
Assessment (OLNA) as defined in the SCSA WACE Manual.
English General (G1ENG/G2ENG)
English GENERAL “Ideas and Information in Texts” and “Ideas and Arguments in a Range of Texts and
Contexts”.
Using a personal and social learning context, students consolidate their language skills and
understandings to assist in making the most of their vocational pathways, further training or
participation in the workforce. The skills students develop will assist them to participate effectively
in the adult world and increase their capacity to represent themselves in the workplace to achieve
their goals. This unit is suitable for students working in integrated programs such as Work Place
learning. Assessments in this unit are based on:
 Responding; tasks in which students comprehend, engage with, interpret, analyse, compare,
contrast, reflect on, appreciate and evaluate a range of texts and text forms for a variety of
purposes and audiences
 Creating; tasks in which students create sustained imaginative, interpretive and persuasive texts
in a range of modes for a variety of purposes and audiences
Students successfully completing this course will continue in Year 12 to GENERAL ENGLISH
G3ENG/G4ENG.
Recommended Entry Level: It is recommended that students seeking to enter this course would be
engaged in a Vocational (VET) pathway and have achieved at least a C in Year 10.
MATHEMATICS
Mathematics Essential General (G1MAE & G2MAE)
The Mathematics Essential General course focuses on using mathematics effectively, efficiently and
critically to make informed decisions. It provides students with the mathematical knowledge, skills
and understanding to solve problems in real contexts for a range of workplace, personal, further
learning and community settings. This course provides the opportunity for students to prepare for
post-school options of employment and further training.

MATERIALS DESIGN and TECHNOLOGY
Materials Design and Technology General (G1MDTW & G2MDTW)
Students will design and construct a minor and major project (furniture item of their choice) using
woodworking joints, processes and finishes. Students are required to complete two research tasks
related to the timber industry. This is predominantly a ‘hands on’ unit where students will make
projects that they will keep and use for a lifetime.
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OUTDOOR EDUCATION
Outdoor Education General GEOED (G1OED & G2OED)
The Outdoor Education general course is based on the experimental learning cycle. This cycle is
made up of three stages: plan, do and review. Students plan for outdoor experiences, participate in
these experiences and reflect on their involvement.
Unit 1: Experiencing the Outdoors
The focus for this unit is building confidence in the outdoors. Students are introduced to outdoor
adventure activities where they can develop and improve technical skills and apply appropriate
practices to ensure safe participation. Students will understand basic planning and organisational
requirements necessary for them to participate in safe, short duration excursions/expeditions in
selected outdoor activities. Students are introduced to personal skills and interpersonal skills,
including self-awareness, communication and leadership. Local environmental management
principles are also introduced.
Unit 2: Facing Challenges in the Outdoors
Students are introduced to simple risk assessment models to assist decision-making and apply safe
practices to cope with challenging situations and environments. Students are given the opportunity
to engage in a range of outdoor activities that pose challenges and encourage students to step
outside their comfort zone.
Additional information: Students are required to participate in a minimum of one camp throughout
the year, where practical skills and leadership qualities will be assessed. Some of the school will fund
the costs associated with these expeditions however students will be charged an additional fee for
participation in these activities. During some practical activities, students may be required to
participate outside of school hours (up to one hour per week). Practical activities may include:
Unit 1 – teamwork activities, abseiling/climbing, bushwalking, surfing.
Unit 2 – teamwork activities, canoeing, mountain biking, orienteering.
Assessment in this subject incorporates a variety of written assignments and demonstration of
practical skills.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION STUDIES
Physical Education Studies General GEPES (G1PES & G2PES)
Physical Education Studies contributes to the development of students’ physical, social
and emotional growth. The Physical Education Studies General course provides students
with opportunities to understand and improve performance through the integration of
theoretical concepts and practical activities. Through engagement as performers, leaders,
coaches, analysts and planners of physical activity, students may develop skills that can be
utilised in leisure, recreation, education, sport development, youth work, health and
medical fields.
G1PES
The focus of this unit is the development of students’ knowledge, understanding and application of
anatomical, physiological and practical factors associated with performing in physical activities.
G2PES
The focus of this unit is the impact of physical activity on the body’s anatomical and physiological systems.
Students are introduced to these concepts which support them to improve their performance as team
members and/or individuals.
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WORKPLACE LEARNING
Workplace Learning (ADWPL)
Workplace Learning is an Authority-developed endorsed program that is managed by individual
schools and open to students in Years 10, 11 and 12. To complete this endorsed program, a student
works in one or more real workplace/s to develop a set of transferable workplace skills. The student
must record the number of hours completed and the tasks undertaken in the workplace in the
Authority’s Workplace Learning Logbook. The student must also provide evidence of his/her
knowledge and understanding of the workplace skills by completing the Authority’s Workplace
Learning Skills Journal after each 55 hours completed in the workplace. Unit equivalence is allocated
on the basis of 1 unit equivalent for each 55 hours completed in the workplace, to a maximum of 4
units. The total number of hours completed in the workplace is reported on the student’s WASSA.
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YEAR 12 SUBJECTS
ENGLISH

Language plays a central role in human life: It provides a vehicle for communication, a tool for
thinking, a means of creativity and a source of pleasure. In the English course, through the use of
oral, written and visual communication texts, students examine the relationship between language
and power, and learn how to become competent, reflective, adaptable and critical users of
language. Students learn about the English language, how it works and how to use it effectively.
English General (GTENG)
The English General course focuses on consolidating and refining the skills and knowledge needed by
students to become competent, confident and engaged users of English in everyday, community,
social, further education, training and workplace contexts. The course is designed to provide
students with the skills to succeed in a wide range of post-secondary pathways by developing their
language, literacy and literary skills. Students comprehend, analyse, interpret, evaluate and create
analytical, imaginative, interpretive and persuasive texts in a range of written, oral, multimodal and
digital forms.
MATHEMATICS (GTMAE)
The Mathematics course has been created to offer all senior secondary students the opportunity to
advance their mathematical skills, to build and use mathematical models, to solve problems, to learn
how to conjecture and to reason logically, and to gain an appreciation of the elegance, beauty and
creative nature of mathematics. Students use numbers and symbols to represent many situations in
the world around them. They examine how mathematical methods associated with number, algebra
and calculus, allow for precise, strong conclusions to be reached, providing a form of argument not
available to other disciplines. Stage 1 units provide a practical and applied focus.
Unit GTMAE
In this unit, students use decimals, fractions, ratios and percentages for practical purposes. They
apply mathematics for personal budgeting, banking, shopping and to financial matters in the
workplace. They estimate and measure length and mass of objects using a variety of instruments,
and derive and use methods for calculating perimeter and basic areas. They translate, reflect and
rotate shapes in design. Students use repeated measurement to collect data relevant to them,
display data in tables and graphs and interpret the displays.
The students will write and use algebraic rules for number patterns. They measure volume and
other attributes of objects, and derive and use formulas for area and volume. They read and draw
maps with scales, describe and draw shapes in three dimensions. Students describe likelihood for
chance events, and design and test simple probability devices. They collect time series data relevant
to them, display data in tables and graphs and interpret the displays. They calculate using mental
strategies, written methods and calculators.
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MATERIALS DESIGN and TECHNOLOGY
Materials, Design and Technology: Wood General Year 12 (GTMDTW)
The Materials Design and Technology General course is a practical course. Students can choose to
work with metal, textiles or wood, with the design and manufacture of products as the major focus.
Students have the opportunity to develop and practise skills that contribute to creating a physical
product, while acquiring an appreciation of the application of a design process, and an understanding
of the need for materials sustainability. Students will learn and practise manufacturing processes and
technologies, including principles of design, planning and management.
Students will design and construct a minor and major project (furniture item of their choice) using
woodworking joints, processes and finishes. Students are required to complete two research tasks
related to the timber industry. This is predominantly a ‘hands on’ unit where students will make
projects that they will keep and use for a lifetime.
OUTDOOR EDUCATION
General Outdoor Education GTOED
The focus for this unit is experiencing the outdoors. Students are encouraged to engage in outdoor
adventure activities. An experiential approach is used to discover what being active in the
environment is about. Students are introduced to outdoor adventure activities where they can
develop and improve technical skills and apply appropriate practices to ensure safe participation.
They understand basic planning and organisational requirements necessary for them to participate
in safe, short duration excursions/expeditions in selected outdoor activities. They begin developing
skills in roping and navigation. Students are introduced to personal skills and interpersonal skills,
including self-awareness, communication and leadership. Features of natural environments and
examples of local environmental management and ‘Leave No Trace’ principles are introduced.
The focus for this unit is facing challenges in the outdoors. This unit offers the opportunity to
engage in a range of outdoor activities that pose challenges and encourage students to step outside
their comfort zone. Students consider planning and resource requirements related to extended
excursions/short duration expeditions. They are introduced to simple risk assessment models to
assist decision-making and apply safe practices to cope with challenging situations and
environments. They develop time management and goal setting skills to work with others and
explore strategies for building group relationships. They understand the main styles of leadership
and how to use strategies to promote effective groups. Features of natural environments and
components of weather are introduced. Conservation, biodiversity and environmental management
plans are also introduced.
Physical Education Studies
General Physical Education Studies GTPES
The Physical Education Studies General course contributes to the development of the whole person. It
promotes the physical, social and emotional growth of students. Throughout the course, emphasis is
placed on understanding and improving performance in physical activities. The integration of theory and
practice is central to studies in this course.

Unit 3
The focus of this unit is simple movement, biomechanical, physiological, psychological, functional
anatomy and motor leaning concepts. The understanding of the relationship between skill,
movement production and fitness will be further enhanced as students develop and improve.
Unit 4
The focus of this unit is for students to assess their own and others’ movement competency and
identify areas for improvement. They will build on their knowledge of training principles, nutrition
and goal setting concepts to enhance their own and others’ performance in physical activity.
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WORKPLACE LEARNING
Workplace Learning (ADWPL)
Workplace Learning is an Authority-developed endorsed program that is managed by individual schools and
open to students in Years 10, 11 and 12. To complete this endorsed program, a student works in one or more
real workplace/s to develop a set of transferable workplace skills. The student must record the number of
hours completed and the tasks undertaken in the workplace in the Authority’s Workplace Learning Logbook.
The student must also provide evidence of his/her knowledge and understanding of the workplace skills by
completing the Authority’s Workplace Learning Skills Journal after each 55 hours completed in the workplace.
Unit equivalence is allocated on the basis of 1 unit equivalent for each 55 hours completed in the workplace,
to a maximum of 4 units. The total number of hours completed in the workplace is reported on the student’s
WASSA.

YEAR 11 & 12 COURSE
Vocational Education and Training Delivered to Secondary Students (VETDSS)

VET is a vocationally oriented program for Senior School students wishing to commence training
towards a particular field of employment. It is not initially directed towards University entry but can
lead into University courses after completion of TAFE courses. VET courses combine on-the-job
training (Workplace Learning) and off-the-job training (school courses) for students to develop
workplace skills.
Students enrolled in a VET course can achieve:





Secondary Graduation
West Australian Certificate of Education (WACE)
TAFE Nationally Accredited Certificate I or II qualifications
A range of Nationally Recognised Competency Standards which will gain advanced standing in TAFE,
Colleges or other Registered Training Organisations
At Dongara DHS we offer the following VET Qualification:

SIT 20316 Certificate II in Hospitality
The students will complete many practical and theoretical components which incorporate many new and
different components of the hospitality industry. This qualification reflects the role of individuals who have a
defined and limited range of hospitality operational skills and basic industry knowledge. They are involved in
mainly routine and repetitive tasks and work under direct supervision.
This qualification provides a pathway to work in various hospitality settings, such as restaurants, hotels,
motels, catering operations, clubs, pubs, cafés, and coffee shops.

Core units
BSBWOR203

Work Effectively with others

SITHIND002

Source and use information on the hospitality industry

SITHIND003

Use hospitality skills effectively

SITXCCS003

Interact with customers

SITXCOM002

Show social and cultural sensitivity

SITXWHS001

Participate in safe work practices

ELECTIVE UNITS (*These units are subject to change, depending on delivery of Cert)

HLTAID003

Provide first aid

SITHFAB002

Provide responsible service of alcohol

SITHFAB005

Prepare and serve espresso coffee

SITXCCS002

Provide visitor information

SITXFIN001

Process Financial Transactions

SITXFSA001

Use hygienic practices for food safety
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School-based Traineeships
School Based Traineeships offer Year 11 or Year 12 students the opportunity to:





Enjoy a combination of school and paid employment
Make an early start on your career
Graduate and receive your Western Australian Certificate of Education (WACE)
Complete the requirements of an accredited Certificate II Traineeship giving you the edge in the
employment market

School Based Traineeships will primarily be offered to students who select to study in Year 11.
Traineeships are available in a wide range of industry areas.
A student in a School Based Traineeship spends



Four days a week at school, and
One day a week at work

The traineeship is a two-year commitment for Year 11 and Year 12
Students doing a School Based Traineeship are recommended to complete approximately 540 hours
of paid work, i.e. 72 x 8 hour days. To meet this requirement a student will need to work for some of
their holiday periods.
Students receive a training wage for the time that they spend in the workplace.
The availability of a traineeship depends on finding an employer who is willing to host a School
Based Trainee. The School works very closely with local Group Training Organisations.
Please indicate in the Course Selection form if you are interested in a Traineeship.
Pre-Apprenticeships in School (PAiS)
Pre-Apprenticeships in School programs have been designed for students who wish to pursue a
career in an apprenticeship field upon completion of Year 11 or 12. Students completed the
application process in 2021 and have been accepted into various courses at Central Regional TAFE.
Please indicate in the course selection form whether you were successful in attaining a PAiS position.
VET in Schools (VETDSS)
Programs run for either one or two years and students attend TAFE for one day per week, dependent upon the
qualification. These programs allow students to experience learning in a work-simulated environment and
gain insight to working in a chosen career/industry before leaving school. Students completed the application
process in 2021 and have been accepted into various courses at Central Regional TAFE.
Please indicate in the course selection form whether you were successful in attaining a VETDSS position.

SCHOOL OF ISOLATED AND DISTANCE EDUCATION (SIDE)
Students who wish to follow an ATAR pathway have the opportunity to complete their courses on site
at Dongara DHS. Students work independently in their own environment in the library and complete
courses through online facilities provided by our school. Students will have an onsite Supervisor who
will ensure that all communication between Dongara DHS and SIDE is clear and conducive to the
success of attaining an ATAR pathway. We have included in this package courses that are on offer
through SIDE. Students need to choose wisely from the list provided and complete an enrolment
through a consultation meeting with the Secondary Deputy. Please complete the Course selection
form attached and return it to school in readiness for the meeting.

The SIDE 2022 course information for Year 11 & 12 is available online and can be viewed at

https://www.side.wa.edu.au/courses/course-info/curriculum-overview.html
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DONGARA DISTRICT HIGH SCHOOL
Year 11 & 12 Course Selection Form 2022
NAME: ______________________________________
2022 YEAR LEVEL: ________
INSTRUCTIONS:
Please complete this form following discussions with relevant teachers, parents/guardians and with
reference to the Dongara District High School 2022 Course Information Handbook.
Completed forms are to be returned to the School Front Office prior to Friday 16th October 2021.

Year 11 Courses on offer:
1. English
2. Mathematics Essential
3. Outdoor Education
4. Careers and Enterprise
5. Workplace Learning
6. Materials, Design & Technology- WOOD
7. Physical Education Studies
8. SIT20316- Certificate II in Hospitality (This qualification will be delivered in both Year 11 and 12)

Year 12 Courses on offer:
1. English
2. Mathematics Essential
3. Materials, Design & Technology- WOOD
4. Physical Education Studies
5. Outdoor Education
6. Workplace Learning
7. SIT20316- Certificate II in Hospitality (This qualification will be delivered in both Year 11 and 12)

SCHOOL BASED TRAINEESHIP:
Yes I am interested in a School Based Traineeship: Industry __________________________

PAiS Program: Please indicate below if you will have been selected by Central Regional TAFE to
participate in a PAIS course in 2022 and outline the industry area.

Yes in the ____________________________ industry
*VETDSS Program: Please indicate below if you will have been selected by Central Regional TAFE
to participate in a VETDSS course in 2022 and outline the qualification.

Yes in the ____________________________ qualification
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Year 11/12 ATAR Pathway (Studying with SIDE on DDHS campus)
Please list the courses you intend to enrol in through SIDE in 2022:
1. _____________________________

2._____________________________

3._____________________________

4._____________________________

5. _____________________________

6._____________________________

Parents will receive an itemised schedule of the DDHS 2022 Charges in November
2021.
Student Name: _______________________ Signature: __________________________
Parent Name: __________________ Signature: _________________ Date: __________
Deputy Principal Signature: _____________________ Date Received: _____________

Office use return number: _________
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